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Details of Visit:

Author: daftdiver
Location 2: Earls Court
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 6 Apr 2011 19:00
Duration of Visit: 35
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07522876133

The Premises:

Bit of a dump outside. Obviously a short term rental close to Earls Court tube. OK enough inside

The Lady:

Gosha advertises as XRG Gosha on the "other" site. Photo's are accurate except for the rather
worrying sore on her lip...
Slim, early 40's attractive (except for the sore).

The Story:

I was in London for a couple of nights and thought I'd treat myself. From her profile, Gosha seemed
to fit what I was looking for. Unfortunately, as is often the case, profiles and reality differ. The first
and most obvious problem was the sore on her lip: It was a bit off-putting and meant that kissing
was definitely off the menu. I was also expecting a little more involvement but for whatever reason,
getting any sort of reaction out of her was beyond my abilities. So, being selfish, I decided to enjoy
myself even if she wasn't. That being said, she was very obliging (? a little bit sub) so I took
advantage and after some mish and doggy, helped myself to a dollop of lube and slipped first 1 then
2 fingers into her arse. As she didn't object, I then squeezed my dick in there. She was tight at first
and it did take a few attempts but we got there in the end. Oddly enough, even having her arse
pounded didn't cause any reaction from her. I continued like this for some time - well it was VERY
nice :-) but eventually, she pulled out and turned over for some OWO. Again the sore was a worry
but by this time all sense was gone so I let her whip off the condom and go to work. It didn't take
long to come and to my surprise, she swallowed the considerable load with a big smile on her face.
We'd only had 35 minutes of the hour by this time, so I was looking forward to a massage or even
round 2 but it was made plain that my time was up.
So, mixed feelings about this one: On the one hand, the sore and timekeeping were a definite
negative. On the other, she's very obliging and ?90 for anal, OWO, CIM & swallow isn't a bad rate.
Gosha's back home in the Czech republic at the moment but will be back in London next month.
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